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Physical Description: 4.9 GB of electronic records
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Abstract: This collection is comprised of digital JPEG photographs and accompanying photograph inventories in Word created by undergraduate UCI students in Asian American Studies 100W (Research Methodologies/Field Research), taught by Linda Võ in Winter 2014. Photographs are the product of the *Vietnamese in Orange County* class project, in which students were tasked with documenting community spaces and activities. These include temples, markets, nail salons and supply stores, Catholic churches, vegetarian places, and sports.
Creator: Võ, Linda Trinh, 1964-
Access
The collection is open for research.
Original digital media is restricted; researchers may request use copies.
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Preferred Citation
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For the benefit of current and future researchers, please cite any additional information about sources consulted in this collection, including permanent URLs, item or folder descriptions, and box/folder locations.
Collection Scope and Content Summary
This collection is comprised of digital JPEG photographs and accompanying photograph inventories in Word created by undergraduate UCI students in Asian American Studies 100W (Research Methodologies/Field Research), taught by Linda Võ in Winter 2014. Photographs are the product of the *Vietnamese in Orange County* class project, in which students were tasked with documenting community spaces and activities. These include temples, markets, nail salons and supply stores, Catholic churches, vegetarian places, and sports.